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Abstract
Facebook pages promising possibility to reach mass audience simply by using Facebook advertising platforms. Lately, the number of likes in Facebook play its role as an analysis to check its demand and advantage, this conduces boosting page likes; such as farm comes into the surface. Based on what has been suggested by some reports, like Farm which using network profile that likes other many pages to stay away from spam detection system, although based on our awareness Facebook promotions of pages uses systematic analysis also. This paper compares the different measurement of the study of the page, Facebook by likes cumulate and by like bots. We create a page which is a honeypot page, analyse using Facebook and bot method and analyse gathered “likes” based on profiles background. We came across few interesting things, including that some of the Farms do not feel the urge to hide the nature of their operation and seem to be operated by bots, while others trying to follow the stealthier path, resemble regular users’ behaviour.

Introduction
Social Networking Sites (SNSs) such as Facebook plays a n important role as a primary channel for business and enterprises to advertise and contacting the customers. In 2015 Facebook’s net ad earnings reached $8.2 billion, ie., 7.64% of the global market. Facebook offer pages business pages, e.g., for products or events. The user can be notified and can directly be connected to the company by liking the page. The amount of interactions and “likes” a page holds is often seen as a calculation of genuinity and popularity: It is predicted that the expected revenue from each like to be $11.17, while others predict diverse between $5.04, $189.86 and $299.89.

To obtain maximum possible audience, a business can publicise their Facebook profile and pages using targeting strategies, through ads. Apparently, ads can be targeted to specific audience; young, old, location, group or user who has a special interest, according to the preferences. According to the guidelines, the only legitimate way to collect likes for the pages is this. However, the new type of underground industry has appeared which provide commercial service, aka marketplaces to increase the number of likes on Social Networking sites. Some current press article has begun to investigate Facebook methods of page promotion and contemplate like Farms using fake profile try to mimic the behavior of the real audience. As the likes coming from the fraud medium does not really contribute to the business in the term of genuine interest, they are less beneficial for the business promising customer engagement and revenue. On the other hand, another report suggested that it does not close the possibility of fake likes by using Facebook’s legitimate ad campaign. One possible scenario of this case is, fake profiles tend to diverse if likes in order to avoid Facebook anti-fraud algorithm. By doing that, it is necessary for them to like other pages besides what they are paid for. However, based on our knowledge, Facebook’s pages promotion methods has not equipped with systematic analysis, even though it is crucial to understand fake likes to improve algorithms for detection of fraud in the social platform.

In this paper, we compare and contrast the likes and services gathered from legitimate sources and some underground like services. We created one Facebook test page and promoted it through both methods. We observed the likes garnered by the page and collected information about the profiles who like the page and carry out a comparative analysis of the likers based on different criteria.

Our experiment made some interesting discoveries. When we targeted Facebook worldwide, we only obtain like from several countries, which likers tend to be a male profile. We have come to a conclusive decision that many like bots, garner likes from the same source. We also saw two main modes of operations of the bots. The first
set does not really cover the tracks and uses bots, not in an array manner, delivering likes at once and many at times which is easily detectable. On the other side, they use a different approach in which they try to deliver a very small set of likes from same users and occasionally thus bypassing the fraud detection system. The first method is a dirty approach, as the likes are given in a burst and the other method is stealthier and uses a systematic approach.

We did not get any more information on how the likes are generated from a bot. We did, however, notice that the profile handled by the bot had liked many such pages from their profile.

**Related Work**

Community structures have played an important role on studied and expose sybil and/or fake SNS accounts [5, 10, 28, 29, 30]. We also discover the typical of imitation profile activity which tends to link nature or rushing activity. Not only the nature of fake profile that was used by algorithm analysis highlighted by our analysis but also the new pattern that might accompany them. Many passive studies of measurement have additionally centred around portraying fake client accounts and their action. Nazir[21] concentrated on apparition profiles in Facebook gaming applications, while Thomas[25] showed the number of fake Twitter account suspensions which was over 1.1 million. Gao[15] understands the Facebook battle of spam as there were over 57,000 affected client accounts. Yang[27] observed the connection of social accounts on Twitter Site, and Dave[11] proposed a new method of spam fingerprint system. Our work is different from all of these as our work is to setup a fan page on Facebook as to see how many profiles which are fake gets attracted to it.

Stringhini[23] and Lee[17] made honeypot master documents in Facebook, Twitter and Myspace to distinguish fraud. Their paper contrasts from our own. Our honeypot pages effectively pulled in fake profiles by a method for paid methods, rather than uninvolved profiles. Furthermore, Stringhini[24] examined the business sector of Twitter followers (which is same as the marketplace for the facebook likes), which, to note is different from Facebook as twitter has followed and following back system is not present in Facebook and likewise, there is no Facebook page liking ecosystem on Twitter.

Beutel[4] tried to analyse and find the fake profiles by going through the users who would like a set of similar pages. However, this is not proving to be an efficient method as it follows a pattern and cannot really tell if the likes are fake. By complexity, we are taking the first step to better fake like detection system by creating pages which are empty and attracting likes by the method of payment also taking some inspiration from [4]. Many Reports have been published on the same matter [3, 7, 14, 20] but without any proper analysis or solution.

**Methodology**

This part of the paper will explain the steps we are taking to setup the honeypot page and get likes from both the Facebook advertisement and Like marketplace. We made a page on Facebook called “Sanjiv Kumar”. For the page, we used real Facebook Promote (FB-ADS) feature and also marketplaces such as BoostLikes and Social-Formula on worldwide users. In Table 1, we highlight the data we collected and the likes we got compared to the cost and duration. Each FB-ADS was planned at a most extreme of $6/day to a sum of $90 for 15 days. The cost for purchasing preferences fluctuated crosswise over preferred like marketplace: Boost Likes charged the most elevated cost for "100% genuine preferences" ($71 and famously enough with 35% discount). Other like places additionally asserted to convey likes from "active", "genuine", and "real" user profiles, yet guaranteed to deliver them in less time. By and large, the cost of 1000 likes changed between $29.99–$71.
Using the software Selenium web driver \(^2\), we try to monitor the activity on the pages every 2 hours for the number of likes increase. By the almost completion of the campaign we bring it down to a lower frequency and we stopped when there was no further activity going on on the page.

We also used Facebook's build in data collection tools such insight to aggregate the likes and more information like location and demography, as many people don't tend to hide their age and location on Facebook\(^8\), we also used this information to aggregate the data gender wise and age wise, later, we use this data to measure the similarities and differences between the number of our setup-page liking profile to that of Facebook Pages as whole. Also, we went forward and collected the data suggesting that the profiles liking our page has more than a million friends and has liked over 7 million pages in total.

We accept the fact the lack of budget on this campaign we were only able to setup and monitor one Facebook Page. However, our method filters out many techniques that could broaden the spectrum of research in this field and in turn helping develop a better and robust fraud detection system. According to Table 1. We discussed and maintained a proper monitoring system for the page and reported the provider and the number of likes received and terminated in a period of time. \(^1\), Facebook uses a different algorithm to aggregate these data such it uses IP address to determine the origin of likes. For the likes that we didn't receive and/or terminated, we tried to reach the administrator, however, we didn't receive any response.
Analysis

We compare and contrast the number of likes accumulated from FB-ADS, BL-SK and SF-SK.

Age, Sex and Location Analysis

For the campaign, we set up we mostly received likes from India, USA and Bangladesh. Philippines and Germany were the countries with less like numbers.

In Figure, age and sex of the profiles that liked our page are shown and as seen on the page most of the profiles are of male users and is biassed towards 25-34 age category. FB-ADS, BL-SK and SF-SK all present the similar data.

Pattern Analysis

We try to understand the pattern at which we received like on the page of ours. Like marketplaces, such SocialFormula gives out a burst of likes in few hours and stops. On the other hand, sites such as Boostlikes is more socially and strategically placed. Appears as if the fake profiles are operated by humans and not bot like the usual case with likes marketplaces. We will discuss the two strategies further in coming pages.

Social Connections Analysis

In this section, we analyse the social connection of the user's profile which liked our page. We look at the number of friends and if they are interconnected. We came to know that many of the profiles keep the data in 'private' mode and we were not able to retrieve any more data from those profiles. However, we did come to know that most of the profiles of either BL-SK and SF-SK have a huge friends list.

Analysis of the likes

We have also analysed and observed the other pages liked by the users who liked our page. There is a huge variation in the numbers of pages that have been liked by the profiles, ranging from 1- to 20000. The profiles from bought likes have 600 to up to 1000 pages liked from the profile.

In a nutshell, the profile which liked our page was also liking other pages without any pattern or categories.

Conclusion

In this paper, we discussed a measurement and observed the Facebook promo methods of the pages and we looked at the marketplaces which sell like and followers, etc.

In this paper we have observed and found out that there essentially two modes the like marketplaces profiles work in, first method is when a bot like method is utilized and the likes are given at one burst and the other where the marketplace bots use a bit of strategically timed likes and it is more silent method and mimics a real user on such sites.

After the experiment, we looked at the accounts again and saw that about 1 account of BoostLikes and about 11 accounts of Social-Formulae. In our finding, we found that spending on Facebook ads is not effective at all. The profiles that are liking the Facebook page from the ads have a characteristic which is different from that of a real Facebook profiles. Also, we found that there is a certain pattern between the likes that we received. We can implement all this information into the fraud system, for the identification of fake profiles.
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